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Tuireann Energy Ltd 
Nanofluid injection for emission reductions 

Company: Founded in Ireland by Dr. Samuel Kyung Hoon Jun (2017). Shareholding 50% open for the next investor. 
 

Company value: €1m. R&D invested €500k since 2010. 
 

Product: T1 low metal concentration aqueous nanofluid + T1 Injector through air intake (Air Humidifier).  
                T1 works for gasoline, diesel and ethanol based engines. 
 

TRL: 6-7 with prototype demonstration 
 

Value proposition: T1 improves engine efficiency (= reduces CO2) by 10% gasoline and 8% for diesel  
                                  T1 reduces CO, NOx and Soot emissions (5 ~ 55%).  
                                  Price is 10 ~ 1000 times lower than any other emission reduction technology. 
 

Market size: Global fuel additives market $8.6b in 2020.  
 

Customers / users: Engine manufacturers for OEM & end users e.g. trucks, ships, generators. 
 

Business model & commercialisation: 1) Licensing to fuel additive companies and engine manufactures 2) In-house T1 production + 
retrofit the injector into used cars / trucks. 3) IP transfer to an automotive industry 4) Spin-in to a research institute. 
 
Projected sale volume in 3 years: 282,000 litres (= €11.3m sales & €4.2m profit) with in-house production model. 
 

Suggested Investment: €2m for in-house production or €500k for IP transfer strategy. 

A Car dyno test by an independent lab shows 
6.8% ~ 15.4% fuel efficiency enhancement. 
 
Wide range of test results are under 
https://www.tuireann.energy/performance 

Speed 

(km/h) 
40 50 60 60 70 70 80 90 100 110 120 

Gear 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 

(a) FE 

(km/L) 
16.9 16.0 15.1 16.5 14.2 15.6 14.6 13.5 12.4 11.1 9.8 

(b) FE 

(km/L) 
19.4 17.8 16.7 17.6 15.3 16.8 15.7 14.6 13.2 12.4 11.3 

differe

nce % = 

(b-a)/a 

+14.6 +11.4 +10.6 +6.8 +7.9 +7.8 +7.9 +8.2 +7.0 +11.4 +15.4 



Tuireann Energy Ltd 
Nanofluid injection for emission reductions 

Tuireann's technology introduction video 
 
Tuireann  injector installation demonstration 
 
Tuireann international patent link 
 
Tuireann engine validation report by Coventry & Brighton Universities UK      
 
Tuireann car dyno test report by Inha Exhaust Emission Lab Korea 
 
Tuireann material analysis report by NHL Stenden Netherlands 

 Tuireann is a certified member of a High Potential Start-Up of Enterprise Ireland, which will co-invest as much as private 
investment. 
 

 Tuireann completed Feasibility Study from Local Enterprise Office in Wicklow, Ireland. 
 

 Tuireann is awarded a Seal of Excellence from Horizon2020 in 2019. 
 

 Tuireann is awarded an Efficient Solution Label from Solar Impulse Foundation in 2020.  
 

 Tuireann is a certified member of Accelerator Programme of InvestHorizon in 2020.  
 

 Tuireann is a certified member of Climate KIC Accelerator Programme in 2020. 

https://youtu.be/YBhhY9xtPKU
https://youtu.be/iiO2KE2fu-0
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_b20bc869faf543d9b1a18f37e6694291.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_34d4a58d44fc422c9fd83050f0c7212a.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_7e489eca64a042bfadcaf5f9138b2d63.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_7e489eca64a042bfadcaf5f9138b2d63.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_7e489eca64a042bfadcaf5f9138b2d63.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_7e489eca64a042bfadcaf5f9138b2d63.pdf
https://b1fdbe05-7724-4589-8639-22ac3d71682b.filesusr.com/ugd/b614f4_2cad4ef8c29344f6828d576afcce93b7.pdf
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Start-a-Business-in-Ireland/HPSU-Showcase/
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Start-a-Business-in-Ireland/HPSU-Showcase/
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Start-a-Business-in-Ireland/HPSU-Showcase/
https://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Start-a-Business-in-Ireland/HPSU-Showcase/
https://www.localenterprise.ie/Wicklow/Financial-Supports/Feasibility-Grant/
https://www.localenterprise.ie/Wicklow/Financial-Supports/Feasibility-Grant/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/what-horizon-2020
https://solarimpulse.com/
https://solarimpulse.com/
https://investhorizon.eu/
https://www.climate-kic.org/programmes/entrepreneurship/accelerator/
https://www.climate-kic.org/programmes/entrepreneurship/accelerator/
https://www.climate-kic.org/programmes/entrepreneurship/accelerator/


Tuireann Nanofluid Solution 
Why now? 

Efficiency or emissions: Diesel creates less CO2 (=more efficient) but more NOx. Gasoline consumes more CO2. 
                                           The electricity for electric vehicles mainly comes from low grade fossil fuels.  
                                           There are no other solutions available.  
  
Improvement costs or penalty: To fulfil EU emissions and efficiency targets, engine manufacturers are facing huge development costs.  
                                                         Diesel cars may be banned because diesel cars show continuous technical problems with exhaust gas                       
                                                         recycling devices, particulate filters and selective catalytic reduction devices to reduce emissions.  
                                                         Gasoline engine efficiency levels have stagnated.  
 
All these will raise the cost for end-users while the owners of aged diesel cars/ships/generators need affordable solutions. 
 
The 3rd world countries will emit more pollutions unless we provide with affordable solutions. 

Value proposition:  
 
Increased efficiency and reduced emissions: When added to gasoline and diesel based fuel T1 offers CO2 reduction of 8-10%. There are CO 
and NOx reductions as well.  
 
Sustainable solution: The nanofluid is over 99.99% alkaline water it creates no metal nanoparticle related damage to the engine or 
environmental hazards. In addition, the by-product of manufacturing can be recycled into a solar cell material. 
 
Affordable solution: T1 Formula (0.1-1mL) is needed per litre of fuel. Injector installation is ~€100. For the medium size lorry owner who 
consumes 3,000L/Month of diesel, only 3L of T1 Formula costing €120 is required.  
 
Tuireann solution = Water injection + Nanotechnology: Water injection / Air humidification are cutting edge technologies for gasoline 
engines to boost power and for diesel engines to reduce NOx but with side effects. Nanoparticles fuel additives cannot go to market due to 
environmental risks. This is where T1 stands out. It’s the world's first fuel additive using a nanofluid to replace water injection / air 
humidification techniques.  



Tuireann Nanofluid Solution 
Target clients example and profitability 

Case1: A driver changing a diesel into a gasoline car 
             He/she will pay 33% more for fuel because of the different fuel price and the lower efficiency.  
             However T1 can reduce the fuel cost by average €200/year (= €250 fuel save - €50 T1 cost) per passenger car.  
 
Case2: An old medium size diesel truck owner  
             He/she could pay at least €10k to retrofit diesel exhaustion treatment devices + €100/month for Adblue to satisfy the new regulation.  
             The fuel consumption goes up by 3% (≈€100/month) because of the exhaustion modification.  
             If they use T1 system instead, retrofit is €100 (over 100 times less cost) and the owner will save €320/moth  
             = 8% fuel save by T1 + €100 Adblue cost save + €100 prevention of extra fuel efficiency decrease - €120 T1 cost.  
 
Case 3: A luxury car maker  
             He/she pays €2M/year extra taxes because of the high emissions of the 12 cylinder engine.  
             If they can show that the emission satisfies Euro 6 by adopting T1 technology, they will save €2M/year tax on top of a better image. 

Simple Fuel saving calculations: Medium size truck, Diesel price = 1€ /L 
Note: Adblue saving, Post exhaustion SCR installation saving, T1 injector cost not included for simplicity 

  1 truck / month 1000 trucks / month 1000 trucks / Year 
used diesel 3,000 L 3,000,000 L  36,000,000 L  

fuel cost 3,000 € 3m €  36m € 
used T1 (1:1000 mixture) 3 L 3,000 L 36,000 L  

saved diesel (8%) 240 L 240,000 L 2,880,000 L 
saved fuel cost 240 € 240k €  2.88m €  

T1 cost without margin (= €37.7 X 3L) 75 € 

T1 price with margin 120 € 170k € 2.112m € 
Lorry owner profit (= 240 - 120)  120 € 70k € 840k € 

Tuireann profit (= 120 - 75) 45 € 45k € 540k € 



Current manufacturing facility: 230 square metre lab, Capacity of 50 L/month of T1 Formula.  
 
Estimated funding required to reach commercialisation: €2m for 2 years. 
 

To undertake the project we need to hire automotive and material engineers, an operations manager, finance manager, and marketing 

manager. Once commercialised we will to scale up our in-house production capacity through debt finance. For this it is required a team of 

several production and quality control engineers and vehicle installation and monitoring engineers.  

Expected growth potential: 
 

Assumption 1: Sales price of €40/L of T1 Formula 

Assumption 2: Production cost of €25/L of T1 Formula (COGS = 62%) 

Assumption 3: Employment creation after 1 year of commercialisation 

Assumption 4: ROI is calculated as the cumulated gross profit at the third year, against the budget of €2m needed to reach commercialisation 

Product 
Sales (L) Turnover (€m) Gross Profit (€m) 

ROI Jobs 
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y1 Y2 Y3 

T1 23.6k 115k 282k 0.94 4.6 11.3 0.35 1.73 4.23 3 55 

Tuireann proposal for in-house production 

Note: This calculation is only based on truck clients. 

           Other attracted potential clients are heavy duty machines, agriculture machines, and generators. 

           If the business gains ship clients, the gross profit would be more than doubled.  



Tuireann Business Proposal 

Milestone Results TRL Time 
Budget 

invested 

M1. Proof of concept of a new 
water-based nanofluid discovered 

through R&D. 

Proven that a small dosage of nanofluid could both 
increase efficiency and reduce emissions. 

3 

2010 
- 

2015 

€300K 

M2. Designed and built a working 
prototype of T1 Formula and T1 

Injector. 

Found the optimised injection method through piezo 
nebulising and the T1 Formula mist provided through 

the air intake part of the engine.  
5 

2016 
- 

2018 

€100K 

M3. In field testing with gasoline, 
diesel cars and ethanol generator 

engines. 

Over 10 different cars with real road tests 
undertaken and 2 different cars on a dyno by an 

independent lab demonstrating average 10% fuel 
savings, 15% CO and 57% NOx savings for gasoline 

cars. All test results can be viewed here: 
https://www.tuireann.energy/performance 

6 

2013 
- 

Now 

€100K 

Current stage of development: (TRL = Technology Readiness Level)   

Steps planned to take the innovation to the market: TRL 

#1: 
Technical: refine T1 Formula reproducibility, consistency and shelf life; improve the design of the T1 Injector for simple 

installation on IC engines; add sensors and electronic communication and controls. 
6 to 7 

#2: Manufacturing: get both T1 Formula and Injector ready for scaled up manufacturing. 6 to 7 

#3: Testing objectives: testing of T1 Formula and Injector at accredited testing facilities and on end user vehicles. 7 to 8 

#4: 
Establish supply chain and reach agreements with manufacturers, installers and distributors; achieve regulatory 

compliance; protect IP in preparation for commercialisation; develop marketing and communication. 
8 to 9 

https://www.tuireann.energy/performance


S.W.O.T of Tuireann 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Environmentally safer than any other nanofuels. 

 Uniquely developed and patented solution. 

 Cannot be replicated by reverse engineering. 

 Tests so far have shown a significant increase in 
efficiency and reduction in emissions. 

 Interested customers, users and installers and 
distributors. 

 Core team with strong technical and commercial 
capabilities. 

 Ability to be combined with any water injection / air 
humidification technologies. 

 New company and solution with low brand awareness. 

 Low financial capacity and high costs to further develop 
and commercialise T1. 

 Limited in-house manufacturing capability. 

 Injector installation needs refinement for retrofits. 

 Manufacturing installation and distribution is reliant on 
third party partnerships that need to be established. 

Opportunities Threats 

 Growing pressure from governments to reduce 
emissions; 

 Growing pressure from users for more efficient 
engines; 

 Manufactures looking for low polluting yet efficient 
engines; 

 Automobile industry is interested in water injection 
technology. 

 T1 is a niche technology. 

 Sudden increase in electric vehicle developments 
leading to decreased investments for gasoline and 
diesel; 

 Industry scepticism to new technologies, in particular 
the association of fuel additives with investment 
frauds; 

 Industry requesting endless testing reports costing 
beyond the limit of company's finance; 

 Policies banning retrofits of cars. 

 Manufacturers warranties. 



Concept 
How is it possible to achieve a high nanoparticle effect with low concentration? 

The inventor found that a certain condition with metal nanoparticles can charge water droplets, 

creating "nanoparticle-water" cluster, which can show catalytic effect of fuel combustion. The 

nanoparticles work as a seed of the cluster, therefore we need only a minor quantity of 

nanoparticles unlike other nanoparticle fuel additives. As the temperature and pressure of the 

combustion chamber increases, explosive breaking of the cluster prior to the main explosion 

spreads the ionised water and metal nanoparticles in the chamber uniformly. This explosive 

migration and collision enhance the uniformity of air-fuel mixture in the chamber. In this 

process, the heat is absorbed by the water and the cluster. Therefore, the combustion 

temperature is lower, while the mechanical movement in the combustion is enhanced. Through 

this effect, fuel consumption and NOx can be reduced together. In addition, the ions in T1 

Formula inhibit the nucleation of particle precursors showing any detergent effect. 

 

 

 

Water injection technology is drawing a high attention in engine research nowadays, yet, nobody has thought of injecting a  

water based nanofluid instead of water. T1 Formula is an aqueous energetic nanofluid containing less than 1 mg/L or ppm 

of each metal nanoparticles. T1 Formula is typically added at the ratio of fuel: T1 = 1000:1, therefore, total metal 

nanoparticles involved in the combustion are less than 0.01 ppm of the fuel. The low metal concentration is unique to T1 

Formula and it minimises potential hazards to the vehicle safety and the environment.  

Optimised results are achieved through a special injection method we have developed. The T1 

Injector atomises and provides the T1 Formula through the air intake part of the engine. With this 

controlled size of mist, T1 Formula can work for various types of engines. The T1 Injector can be 

installed onto new engines and also retrofitted onto in use engines via the air intake of the 

engine.  



  T1 Envirox XMILE Dipetane 

Fuel saving "up to" 15% 11% 8% 10% 

Fuel saving 
"average" 

8% for diesel 
10% for gasoline 

5% 7% None 

Independent Lab 
test 

VW engine, Kia Soul, 
Hyundai Sonata 

None None None 

Mixture ratio 
(additive/fuel) 

0.01 - 0.1% 0.025% 0.01% 0.5% 

Composition 

Over 99.99% Alkaline 
water + under 1ppm each 

nanoparticle  

Solvent + 
CeO2 Nanoparticles over 

20,000ppm 

Solvent + 
Enzyme 

Solvent based, 
Ingredient (undisclosed) 

Mixing method 
Optimised injected 

through the air intake 

Direct mixture into the 
fuel 

Direct mixture into the 
fuel 

Direct mixture into the 
fuel 

Patent Since 2020 Not by them Expired None 

Academic Research Yes Yes Yes None 

Comparison of T1 with the claims of other market leading fuel saving additives 

Unique selling proposition  

 
T1 is the world’s first water-based nanofluid fuel additive that significantly improves efficiency and reduces emissions at 
an affordable price. T1 is a game changer for the IC engine market offering an alternative to meet expected demand and 
increasingly stringent regulations. 

http://www.energenics.co.uk/envirox/envirox-product-information/
https://www.xmile.com/en/
https://www.dipetane.com/


Lab Test of T1 / T2 as fuel additive 

Evaluation by University of Brighton (2019) 

 
AVL Dyno system with VW Gasoline 1.0 L engine 



Lab Test of T1 / T2 as fuel additive 

Evaluation according to Korean government standard set-up (2014) 

 
Hyundai NF Sonata Gasoline 2.0 L 

4th gear 

5th gear 



Lab Test of T1 / T2 as fuel additive 

Evaluation according to Korean government standard set-up (2014) 

 
Kia Soul Gasoline 1.6 L Automatic Transmission  

Speed 

(Km / h) 

Baseline 

Fuel Efficiency (Km/L) 

T1 Injection 

Fuel Efficiency (Km/L) 

Fuel Saving 

(%) 

40 17.0 23.1 36 

50 19.4 21.8 12.7 

60 19.0 22.5 18.4 

70 19.5 21.1 8.2 

80 18.9 19.3 2.2 

90 16.9 17.1 0.9 

100 14.8 15.2 2.8 

110 12.7 12.9 1.5 

120 11.2 11.6 3.6 

  CO (mg/Km) NOx (mg/Km) 

Baseline 134 7 

T1 Injection 114 

15% reduced 

3 

57% reduced 

CVS 75 Mode (equivalent to FTP 75 Mode) 

confirmed CO and NOx reduction. 



Generator Tests 

Energy production with a 5 kW diesel generator (2018) 

 

8.0 % enhancement of energy production via air intake injection.  

Condition 
Mixing 

Method 
Fuel saving CO NOx  

Product D 
1% mixing  

with fuel 
2.3%  8% decrease 5% decrease 

Product S 
0.05% mixing 

with fuel 
1.7% 15% decrease 4% increase 

Product E 
0.1% mixing 

with fuel 
2.3% 9% decrease 3% increase 

Energy production with 3 kW gasoline generator (2018) 

 

9.5 % enhancement of energy production via air intake injection.  



Tuireann Founder 

 

Samuel K. H. Jun 

Ph. D. with Amorphous Silicon Solar Cells 

was Research Professor at KAIST, Korea 

was Researcher at Research Center Jülich, Germany 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuelkhjun/ 

        

       Please contact +353 852108198 or  

       samuel.jun@tuireann.energy or samuelkhjun@gmail.com 

 

 Academic Collaborators: 

Dr. Brendan Duffy (CREST, Ireland), Dr. Nwabueze Emekwuru (Coventry University, UK),  

Dr. Steven Begg (University of Brighton), Dr. Lwueton Agostinho (NHL Stenden, Netherlands) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuelkhjun/
https://www.crestdit.com/team/dr-brendan-duffy/
https://pureportal.coventry.ac.uk/en/persons/nwabueze-emekwuru
https://research.brighton.ac.uk/en/persons/steven-begg
https://www.nhlstenden.com/en/research/professorships/water-technology
https://www.nhlstenden.com/en/research/professorships/water-technology
https://www.nhlstenden.com/en/research/professorships/water-technology
https://www.nhlstenden.com/en/research/professorships/water-technology







